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Climate action aims to protect our world and work towards a more sustainable way
of living, not destroying our planet, and preserving an environment possible to live
in.
This SDG has the goal to raise awareness to start acting now and to do everything
possible to keep the rise in temperature as low as possible, but at least below 2°C.

Climate change is showing its face differently in different places on earth. In some
areas, it means more droughts, in some more extreme rainfalls or more hurricanes
in a shorter period of time. What it always has in common is that the weather
conditions are more devastating and destroying people's livelihood. The effects of
climate change are affecting the lives of children disproportionally which is a
violation of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, as countries agreed on
ensuring the survival and development of children and making the best interest of
the child a key factor in decision making.
 
There are a lot of things to do, and everybody can do their part to make sure that
not only we but also our future children and grandchildren have a planet to live on.
Climate action is something the world has to tackle as one, some things have to be
done by politicians and big companies, but some can be done by every individual.

On the next pages, you can find ideas for activities on SDG #13 - climate action.
These are just to give you some inspiration on what you could do, but of course,
you are more than welcome to come up with your ideas, or even try and make
these activities your own.

 

We start this year focusing on SDG #13 – 
taking action to combat climate change and its

impacts.
 



David Attenborough: A life on our planet (2020)
An inconvenient truth (2006)
Meltdown (2021)
Thank you for the rain (2017)
Ice on Fire (2019)

If online, choose a convenient platform to host the activity, like Zoom, Google Meet, Skype,
etc., and make sure that you can share your screen so that everybody can watch the movie.
If offline, choose a convenient location, for example, a school, a church hall, etc. and to
have the needed technology

a.    Start by compiling a list of possible movies, documentaries, which would
be good to start a debate about climate change. Maybe there are local
filmmakers who made movies about this topic which you could invite to your
event.

Possible movies could be: 

b.    Watch the movie before and write down some aspects you thought were
new for you or interesting aspects you want to talk about. Note the exact time
of the scene if you want to show it afterwards again to talk about it.

c.    Now, figure out if you want to hold this activity online or offline.

d.    Publicize the event widely on social media and in your school/ university
networks.

e.    Once the activity starts, explain beforehand why you choose this movie
and that there will be a debate afterwards about what can/must be done in
your community. 

f.     At the end of the activity, don’t forget to thank 
everyone for participating and for their interest in the 
topic. 

g.    Remember to take pictures of the debate
 (with consent) and report your event in the system.

Activity1.

MOVIE NIGHTMOVIE NIGHT
A movie night followed by a discussion is an easy way to get into the topic of
climate change. It could be a good idea to invite someone who knows a lot about
this topic to be ready to answer some questions afterwards, for example, a
scientist, an activist, a teacher, etc.

https://movement.thekidsrightschangemakers.org/chapter-report


a.    Start by researching about local laws and policies and how they are
compatible with SDG 13 or not and write down the questions you would like
to ask them.

For example laws and policies that support or prevent renewable energy and sustainable
technologies or how the (local) government is talking about climate change and if they are
taking it seriously and taking responsibility for their actions.

b.    Reach out to local politicians, for example, your mayor, a councilperson,
a minister, etc., and set a date for your interview.

c.    Think about whether you want this interview to take place online, also
viewable for others, or offline in their office or at a public place, possible for
people to attend.

If you want the public to be able to watch or listen to the interview, make sure to publicize
the day and place before. Involving a local newspaper could help announce it.

d.    Make sure you record the interview or have someone write down some
of the answers to publicize afterwards online or in a local newspaper.

e.    Please remember to record your activity and the results on our online
form.

2. Activity

 
INTERVIEW WITH LOCAL

POLITICIAN
INTERVIEW WITH LOCAL

POLITICIAN
By interviewing someone responsible for law/policy-making you can show them
how important this topic is for young people and hold them responsible for their
future actions to make sure they respect your rights.
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ORGANISE A
"PLOGGING“ EVENT

a.    Start by setting a day you want to call out as “plogging day” in
your area and begin posting it online and inform your followers and
friends about it. 

b.    Remember to take enough garbage bags and disposable
gloves with you so that you can give them to the participants or
ask them to bring their own. 

c.    Welcome all the participants to a public space in your town,
for example, a central marketplace, and show people the prize
(maybe a nice t-shirt, a book, a keychain etc.) they can win by
picking up the most litter.

d.    Let the competition begin! Ask people to take pictures of
them collecting litter and post in on social media. Invent a nice and
fun hashtag, like #pluggingday. You can then repost their stories
and motivate more people to clean up their town, parks, etc.

e.    Meet again at the initial public place and let people show how
much garbage they found and compare it by either counting
garbage bags or weighing the bags brought in by people. By doing
this publicly other people can see your results.

f.     Thank everyone for their participation and help to clean up
and give out the prize to the winner.

g.    Don’t forget to report the activity through our online form.

3. Activity

ORGANISE A
"PLOGGING“ EVENT

This activity has two aims: one to clean our surroundings and second to
raise awareness for how we treat our nature. By creating a competition,
you motivate people to participate and to give their best.

Plogging means to go jogging and to pick up litter (Swedish: plocka) while doing it.
By this, you keep your environment clean while doing something for your health.
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